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Abstract. Generalized Finsler space GFn is a differentiable N -dimensional manifold with non-
symmetric basic tensor gij .x; Px/ defined by condition (1.2). Using the basic tensor, by (1.4)
a non-symmetric connection P  is defined, and also four kinds of covariant derivative in the
Rund’s sense and five curvature tensors are obtained (Section 1).
In Section 2 two kinds of Ricci coefficients of rotation are defined and their properties are
exposed. Also, integrability conditions of the equation expressing covariant derivatives of the
congruence vector by means of coefficients of rotation, are obtained.
In Section 3 a geodesic mapping of two spaces GFn and GF n is defined and some it’s prop-
erties are proved.
In Section 4 some invariants of such mappings in relation with the coefficients of rotation are
studied.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The generalized Finsler space .GFn/ is a differentiable manifold with non-symmetric
basic tensor field gij .x1; : : : ;xN ; Px1; : : : ; PxN / gij .x; Px/; where
gij .x; Px/¤ gj i .x; Px/; .g D det.gij /¤ 0; Px D dx=dt/: (1.1)
Based on (1.1), the symmetric and anti-symmetric part of gij are defined
gij D 1
2




.gij  gj i /:
Following [18], in our notation, hold
a/ gij .x; Px/D 1
2
@2F 2.x; Px/
@ Pxi@ Pxj ; b/
@gij
_
@ Pxk D 0; (1.2)
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where F.x; Px/ is a metric function in GFn, having the properties known from the
theory of usual Finsler spaces .Fn/. A lot of research papers (see for example
[1–4,6,11,14–19,21,22]) are dedicated to the theory of Finsler spaces and their gen-
eralizations. The discussed structure is a particular case of the Eisenhart-Lagrange
approach which is studied in [12] (Chap. 8).
The lowering and the raising of indices are defined by the tensors gij and hij
respectively, where hij satisfy equation
gij h
jk D ıki ; .g D det.gij /¤ 0/:
Generalized Cristoffel symbols of the 1st and the 2nd kind are defined:
i:jk D 1
2
.gj i;k  gjk;i Cgik;j /¤ i:kj ;
 ijk D hipp:jk D
1
2
hip.gjp;k  gjk;pCgpk;j /¤  ikj ;





gip D s:jkhpsgip D s:jkısi D i:jk :
Introducing a tensor Cijk like as at space Fn, we have





gij ; Pxk D
1
4
F 2Pxi Pxj Pxk :
We see that Cijk is symmetric in relation to each pair of indices. Also, we have
C ijk
defD hipCpjk D hipCjpk D hipCjkp: (1.3)
With help of coefficients
P ijk D  ijk  C ijppsk Pxs ¤ P ikj
one obtains coefficients of a non-symmetric affine connections in the Rund’s sence
(see [17, 18]):
P ijk D  ijk  hiq.CjqpP pksCCkqpP pjs  CjkpP pqs/ Pxs ¤ P ikj ; (1.4)
P i:jk D P rjk gir D i:jk   .CijpP pksCCikpP pjs  CjkpP pis/ Pxs ¤ P i:kj :
In GFn we denote anti-symmetric and symmetric part for a connection P  respect-
ively:
a/ T ijk .x; Px/D
1
2
.P ijk  P ikj /D
1
2
. ijk   ikj /; b/ P ijk D
1
2
.P ijk CP ikj /;
where T i
jk
is the torsion tensor of the connection P i
jk
.
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We define four kinds of covariant derivative of a tensor in the space GFn. For
example, for a tensor aij .x;/:
aij j
1
m.x;/D aij;mCaij; Ppp;mCP ipmapj  P pjmaip;
aij j
2




m.x;/D aij;mCaij; Ppp;mCP ipmapj  P pmj aip;
aij j
4
m.x;/D aij;mCaij; Ppp;mCP impapj  P pjmaip;
(1.6)
where .x/ is an arbitrary tangent vector in the tangent space Tn.x/, and aij; Pp D
@aij =@ Pxp.




.x;/ and three curvature tensors of GFn:eK
1
i
jmn D P ijm;n P ijn;mCP pjmP ipn P pjn P ipmCP pjm;Pss;n  P pjn;Pss;m; (1.7)eK
2
i
jmn D P imj;n P inj;mCP pmj P inp  P pnj P impCP pmj;Pss;n  P pnj;Pss;m; (1.8)eK
3
i








jmn; t D 1;2;3 are tensors and we call them curvature tensors of
the first, the second and the third kind respectively.
In the work [9] we use the third and the fourth kind of covariant derivative (1.4),




jmn; t D 1;2;3I eAt ijmn; t D 1; : : : ;15, but in different distribution.















jmn D P ijm;n P inj;mCP pjmP inp  P pnj P ipmCP pjm;Pss;n  P pnj;Pss;m
CP pmn.P ipj  P ijp /: (1.10)
Denoting by semicolon (;) the covariant derivative with respect to the symmetric
connection P i
jk




jmn D eKijmnCT ijmIn T ijnImCT pjmT ipn T pjn T ipm; (1.11)




jmn D eKijmnCT imj In T inj ImCT pmj T inp  T pnj T imp; (1.12)eK
3
i
jmn D eKijmnCT ijmIn T inj ImCT pjm T inp  T pnj T ipmCT pmnT ijp ; (1.13)eK
4
i
jmn D eKijmnCT ijmIn T inj ImCT pjm T inp  T pnj T ipm T pmnT ijp ; (1.14)
where eKijmn is the curvature tensor formed by symmetric connection P ijk
eKijmn D P ijm;n P ijn;mCP pjmP ipn P pjn P ipmCP ijm;Pss;n  P ijn;Pss;m:
In the work [7] we find five linearly independent curvature tensors eK
1




; : : : ;eK
4











.P ijm;n P ijn;mCP pjmP ipnCP pmj P inp  P pjn P imp
 P pnj P ipmCP pjm;Pss;n P pjn;Pss;m/;
(1.16)
where jm denotes symmetrization by indices j and m.











D aij;mCaij; Ppp;mC .P ipm˙T ipm/apj   .P pjm˙T pjm /aip







2. RICCI COEFFICIENTS OF ROTATION IN A GENERALIZED FINSLER SPACE
On Ricci coefficients of rotation in Rn the reader can find e.g. in [20], 54. On
that matter in GRn is written in [8]. On Ricci coefficients of rotation in Fn see [13].
2.1. Congruence of curves and orthogonal ennuple
Definition 1. A congruence of curves in a GFn is such a family of curves that
though each point of GFn passes one curve of the family. N mutually orthogonal
congruences of curves constitute an orthogonal ennuple. Instead of congruences
of curves we shall sometimes speak about congruences of the corresponding tangent
vectors.
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If .h/; .h D 1; : : : ;N ) are unit tangent vectors of congruences of curves of an
orthogonal ennuple, then in virtue of the previous definition




.h/.k/i D ıhk; (2.2)
where ıhk are Kronecker symbols. (of course, we do not suppose summation w.r.t.
(k) in (2.1), (2.2) and in similar formulas later on.) The next theorem expresses the
basic properties of orthogonal ennuples.
Theorem 1. For the unit tangent vectors .h/; .hD 1; : : : ;N / of congruences of






















Proof. In the determinant det.i
.k/
/, whose value is 1, we can regard e.k/.k/i
as cofactor of the element i
.k/









.k/ D gjl ıli ) .2:3b/:
The equation .2:3c/ can be obtained in the same manner. 
2.2. Definition and basic properties of the coefficient of rotation
Using the two kinds of covariant derivative (1.5) of a vector in a GFn, we can
define two kinds of coefficients of rotation, as two systems of invariants (for  D 1;2/.
Definition 2. The invariants
Y













;  D 1;2: (2.4)
are said to be coefficients of rotation of the given orthogonal ennuple.
From (1.5, 1.6) it is evidently that
i.h/ j
4
j D i.h/ j
2
j ; .h/i j
3






j D i.h/ j
1
j ; .h/i j
4
j D .h/i j
1
j ;
and it is easy to prove that there exist two kinds of coefficients of rotation in the
non-symmetric case.
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.hkm/ D 0: (2.5)



































.khm/ D 0) .2:5/:

Theorem 3. If
Y.hkm/ D .h/i Iji.k/j.m/ (2.6)
are coefficients of rotation in the associated Finsler space Fn .see [13]/, then
Y









.hkh/ D Y .hkh/; Y

.hhk/ D Y .hhk/; Y

.hkk/ D Y .hkk/;  D 1;2: (2.8)
Proof. In virtue of (2.4) and
i j





.hkm/ D ..h/i Ij C . 1/T pij .h/p/i.k/j.m/ )
.2:6/
.2:7/  D 1;2:









D T p:ijp.h/i.k/j.h/ D T j:ipj.h/i.k/p.h/
D T p:ijp.h/i.k/j.h/ D 0;
where T p:ij D T sij gsp . Here we applied the fact that T p:ij is antisymmetric in all
pairs of indices. 
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2.3. Expression of the derivative of the vectors of a congruence by the coefficients
of rotation





















Proof. a/ Multiplying the relation (2.4) by e.k/e.m/.k/p.m/q and summing with









































Theorem 5. The covariant derivatives of vectors .h/i and i.h/ in the direction of
the vector j
.p/
can be expressed by the coefficients of rotation as linear combination























































2.4. Integrability conditions of the equation (2.9)
The relation (2.9) is a partial differential equation with respect to the unknown
functions .h/i . Now we are going to examine its integrability condition.
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In [10] we have obtained 10 Ricci-type identities in GFn. In three of these iden-






, and in the others appear the quantitieseA
1
; : : : ;eA
15
which have the form and the role of the curvature tensors, but they are
not tensors. In [5] we obtained combined Ricci-type identities, in which appear ”de-
rived” curvature tensors eK
1
; : : : ;eK
8
: In [7] is proved that only five are independent











ers are linear combinations of these five tensors and eK . We shall use further those







; while the tensor eK
2
 does not appear in identities which we
need.)


















































are given by .1:7/.










s;  D 1;2;
By repeated differentiation of (2.9) one can form the difference on the left side of this
equation, and then (2.11) easily follows. 













































is given by .1:9/.
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Further, we use (2.9) to form the difference on the left side. 













































is given by .1:10/.









j D eK4 isjrs.h/;
and the use of (2.9) yields the integrability condition (2.13). 

































































sjr given by .1:16/.
Proof. We use that Ricci-type identity in which the curvature eK
2
 appears. From













j D 2eK2 isjrs.h/;
and then use (2.9). 
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3. GEODESIC MAPPINGS












Consider two N -dimensional spaces of non-symmetrical affine connection: GFn
and GF n. So, if connection coefficients of these spaces are respectively P ijk and
P i
jk
, we suppose that in general the symmetry with respect to indices j;k is not in
force.
One says that reciprocal one valued mapping f W GFn ! GF n is geodesic, if
geodesics of the space GFn pass to geodesics of the space GF n. We can consider
these spaces in the common by this mapping system of local coordinates, i.e. for
f WM 7!M we haveM.x1; : : : ;xn; Px1; : : : ; Pxn/M.x; Px/ andM.x1; : : : ;xn;x1; : : : ;
xn; Px1; : : : ; Pxn/M.x; Px/, whereM 2GFn,M 2GF n. In the corresponding points
M.x; Px/ and M.x; Px/ we can put
P ijk D P ijkCDijk; .i;j;k D 1; : : : ;N /; (3.2)
whereDi
jk
.x/ is the deformation tensor of the connection P  of GFn according to
the mapping f WGFn!GF n.
Definition 4. The curve
l W xi D xi .t/
is geodesic of GFn if and only if is:
Rxi CP ipq Pxp Pxq D .t/ Pxi .t/; (3.3)
where .t/ is an invariant and t an arbitrary parameter.
If f W l ! l , then in the common by the mapping f coordinates xi  xi it is
Pxi D dxi=dt D Pxi , and l is geodesic in GF n too, from where we get
Rxi CP ipq Pxp Pxq D .t/ Pxi .t/ (3.4)
Subtracting (3.3) and (3.4), we obtain
.P ipq  P ipq/ Pxp Pxq D ..t/ .t// Pxi .t/;
and, because of (3.2):
Dipq Pxp Pxq D 2 .t/ Pxi .t/; (3.5)





the symmetric and antisym-
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and (3.5) reduces to
Dipq Pxp Pxq D 2 .t/ Pxi .t/: (3.6)
As in the case of a symmetric connection (see for ex. [4]) one concludes that
 .t/D  p.x1.t/; : : : ;xn.t/; Px1.t/; : : : ; Pxn.t// Pxp.t/;
and from (3.6):
Dipq Pxp Pxq D 2 p Pxp Pxi D  p Pxp PxqıiqC q Pxp Pxqıip D . pıiqC qıip/ Pxp Pxq;
wherefrom




D  ijk D  ikj ;
by substitution in (3.2) we obtain
P ijk D P ijkC ıij kC ıik j C  ijk; (3.8)
and the deformation tensor is
Dijk D ıij kC ıik j C  ijk : (3.9)
So, the condition (3.8) is necessary that the mapping f be geodesic. It is easily to
prove that this condition is sufficient too, and we have
Theorem 10. A necessary and sufficient condition that the mapping f W GFn!
GF n be geodesic is the deformation tensor Dijk from .3:2/ at the mapping f to has
the form .3:9/, where  j .x; Px/ is a covariant vector, and  ijk.x; Px/ an antisymmetric
tensor.
For k D i , we obtain from (3.7):
Dij i D ıij i C ıii j D  j CN j ;
wherefrom




which, by substitution in (3.8), gives












.x/ is the deformation tensor.
On the base of above explained, we get
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Theorem 11. Let a space GFn be given, i.e. on a differentiable manifold Mn let
be defined non-symmetric connection coefficients P i
jk
.x; Px/. If on Mn is given a
tensor Di
jk
.x; Px/ too and we determine P i
jk
.x; Px/ according to .3:11/, then on Mn
will be defined a space GF n, with connection coefficients P ijk , and then GFn and
GF n have common geodesics. We obtain the same result .on the base of .3:8/ by
choice of a vector  i .x; Px/ and antisymmetric tensor  ijk.x; Px/DDijk
_
.x; Px/.
The question forces itself: Is it possible a geodesic mapping of a space GFn with
a non-symmetric affine connection on to a space F n with a symmetric affine connec-
tion? It is easy to see that the next theorem is valid:
Theorem 12. A necessary and sufficient condition that a mapping f WGFn! F n
of a non-symmetric affine connection space GFn onto a symmetric affine connection









.x; Px/, P i
jk
_
.x; Px/, are antisymmetric parts of the deformation tensor and
connection coefficients of the GFn respectively.
Remark 1. It is easy to check that a set of geodesic mappings of a space GFn
makes a group.
4. SOME PROJECTIVE INVARIANTS OF GEODESIC MAPPINGS
Putting D into (3.11) in accordance with (3.2) we get
















C ıikP pjp /;
Denoting







C ıikP pjp /D T ikj ; (4.1)
we see that
T ijk D T ijk : (4.2)
The magnitudes T i
jk
we call generalized Thomas’s projective parameters at the
mapping f WGFn!GF n. Accordingly, these magnitudes are invariant at a geodesic
mapping. Starting from (4.1, 4.2), one obtains (3.11), and we conclude that the next
theorem is valid:
Theorem 13. A necessary and sufficient condition that a mapping f W GFn !
GF n be geodesic is that generalized Thomas’s projective parameters .4:1/ are in-
variant, that is .4:2/ to be valid.
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Theorem 14. If i
.h/
.x/ and .h/i .x/ are the contravariant, respectively covari-
ant components of an orthogonal ennuple, then the following geometric entities are

































;  D 1;2; (4.4)
where .p : : :k/ denotes symmetrization by respect of indices p and k.




;  D 1;2 the covariant derivative wrt the connection
























k D p.h/.ıik pC ıip kC  ikp/:
(4.6)
Multiplying (4.6) by .h/i and summing with respect to indices h and using ortho-























/D .N C1/ k :
(4.7)



































With help (3.10) we get (4.3). 
Theorem 15. When GFn and GF n are in geodesic correspondence, we have the










ki C ıkmj.h/P ij i /;  D 1;2;
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where Y

.hkm/  D 1;2; are Ricci coefficients of rotation.

















.x; Px/C ıikDpjp.x; Px//: (4.8)



















C ıkmj.h/P pjp /;
where the projectively transformed Ricci coefficients of rotation are given by
Y
















;  D 1;2:

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